Never Give Up

The pain inside just multiplies
Behind closed doors, a young boy cries
The monster roars and innocence dies
Emotions flare and hate fills eyes
He hears a voice:
Never give up, never lose hope
Fight through the pain and learn to cope

“I Can’t do it, do it” he screams
“Got no one...got no dreams.
“Tortured nights are my companion.
Pain is deep as the Grand Canyon.”
The voice gets louder:
Never give up, never lose hope
Fight through the pain and learn to cope

You are amazing, a gift to the world
Let your awesomeness unfurl

“I don’t know, know if I can
Sometimes I feel like a shell of a man.
Even when I do smile and laugh
I’m hiding scars of broken glass.
Colors to me, are far too grey.
I’ve struggled so hard to find my way
Never give up, never lose hope
Fight through the pain and learn to cope

You are amazing, a gift to the world
Let your awesomeness unfurl

Never give up, never lose hope
Fight through the pain and learn to cope
You are amazing, a gift to the world
Let your awesomeness unfurl

Never give up
Never give

He hears these words and starts to grin
Cause they’re coming from within
Never give up
Never give up